
Game Components:

Game board, 6 Decks of color-coded playing cards, Scorecards, Instructions

Object:

Get as many of your cards on the game board as possible — as quickly as possible! Cards

must be put on the board in matching suits and in order from lowest to highest. For

example, clubs on clubs, and hearts on hearts. Cards must be played in order, from Ace, 2 ,

3, etc. to King on each suit.

You will play cards on the game board from your 13-card pile, your ‘Row of Four’ and your

hand-held cards, as explained below.

At the end of each round, you will get points for your cards on the game board. Any cards

remaining in your 13-card pile will COUNT AGAINST YOU.

Set up:

Each player takes one complete deck of cards, and sets up as follows: Remove the Joker and

shuffle the rest of the deck. Count out 13 cards in a pile and turn the top card face up. Set

aside. Place 4 cards face up in a horizontal row. Hold the remaining cards face down

together in your hand.

(See illustration for further reference.)

Play the Game!

When all players have set up, one player shouts “Go!” Everyone starts at the same time –

and the frenzy begins!

Quick! Look at the top card on your 13-card pile and see if you can play it on the game

board. Remember, cards must be played on matching suits from lowest to highest. If you

can play the card, do so, then turn the next card in your pile face up. As your opponents

play cards on the game board, you may play your cards on top of theirs, BUT, only one card
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of each number can be played on that space!

The Row of Four

If you can’t play from your pile, look at your row of four horizontal cards. You may play

onto these cards from your pile, or from your hand, from high to low in alternating colors.

For example, you can play a red eight on a black nine, or a black queen on a red king. Suit

does not matter.

You may also move your cards around. For example, if you have a red 10, black 9 and red 8

in one row, and a red queen and a black jack in another row, you may take the 10, 9 and 8

and place them on the black jack in the other row.

When you move cards to another row, you must move ALL of the cards in one row as a

group. You MAY move single cards to the game board from the bottom of a row of cards.

Once a card is placed in sequence onto a row of cards, it cannot be moved BY ITSELF to

another row. If you create an open space by

moving a row of cards, take the top card from your 13-card pile or a card from your hand to

restart that row.

Hand-Held Cards

If you can’t play the top card from your pile or from your Row of Four, you may play the

cards in your hand. Hold the cards face down, take the top 3 cards as a group and place

them face up on the table in front of you with only the 3rd card showing. If possible, makea

play with this card, then the 2nd card and the

last. If no plays are possible, take the next 3 cards in the same manner and place them face

upon the previous cards. Continue this way, playing any cards you can, until you’ve gone

through all the cards in your hand. Then pick up the remaining cards (do not shuffle) and

begin again.

Solitaire Frenzy Tips!

Always watch the game board! Try to play cards from your 13-card pile first. If you are

stuck and unable to play, watch the other players’ cards carefully! Someone may lay down a

card which will enable you to play!

Ending the Round
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The round ends when one player has played all 13 cards, OR when all players are unable to

make any more plays.

Scoring

Players count their cards on the game board. Each card counts as one point. If you have any

cards left in your 13-card pile, you must SUBTRACT one point for each from your game

board points. Record the total on the scorecard. For example, if you play 10 cards on the

game board, but you have 3 cards left in your 13-card pile, you subtract 3 from 10 and

record 7 points on the scorecard. If you have no cards left in your 13-card pile, then you just

record the number of cards you played on the game board.

Winning

After 3 rounds, add the total of all 3 rounds for each player. The player with the highest

total wins!
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